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Surestar Genius is featured as a light-weight, small-size, cost-effective mapping 

lidar system designed for drone.

Equipped with a R-Fans multi-beam scanner, GPS /IMU, CCD digital camera and 

control computer, Genius is ease of installation, operation, and maintenance.

Highly integrated design of Genius enables excellent performance and stability. 

With a system weight of 2.7 kg, Genius is able to reach targets (20% reflectivity) with 

maximum range as of 100 meters. Real time capturing 3D image of Genius allows 

efficient and cost-effective 3D measurement.

02 Highly integrated design
Genius adopts mini-pod design, comprising of one IMU card and one optional 

digital camera, a built-in pluggable USB drive. Data can be stored directly to the 

removable disk. One-button-to-start function eases operation process and 

improves efficiency.

03 Flexible and easy to use
The greatest advantage of Genius is its light weight, enabling UAV to achieve 

perfect flight speed and flight distance. It can work under different environment 

and weather condition, without requirement on take-off and landing field. Its 

superior low altitude performance can ease the flight and improves efficiency.

04 Cost effective
Low cost of UAV LiDAR systems removes concerns on staff safety on site.

Small size, light weight01 Genius is a lightweight, compact airborne 3D LiDAR system with a full weight of 

2.7 kg. It can be installed on a variety of UAV platforms and easy to operate.
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Combined with multiple functions, UIRF can load massive point cloud in one-touch and enables 

rapid automatic filtering, registration and scene animation.

Compared with GPS, RTK and other traditional mapping methods, Genius can obtain 

more comprehensive information on the ground. One surveyor is able  to operate the 

device and collect 3D data efficiently.

Genius is featured by its flexible and reliable operation in challenging mining area. It 

is impacted lightly by ground environment, climate change and taking-on and taking-off 

conditions.  Genius can help surveyors complete tasks effectively even under adverse 

weather.

UIRF Point Cloud Pre-processing Software Diversified Applications for Genius

Topography

Open-pit Mine Survey

Power Line Inspection
Genius enables fast 3D modeling and hazard analysis of transmission lines by 

calculating the nearest distance between threats and power lines.

Pile Measurement
Genius can use post-processing software to model and calculate the volume of pile.
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UIRF processes data by advanced algorithms 

to meet the requirements of billion-level points 

management.

01 High-speed data acquisition, 

visualization and processing

Massive point cloud management

Trajectory data can be automatically merged 

with point cloud data in IMP format, and be 

output into LAS format precisely.

02 One-touch workflow to output point cloud

Automatic trajectory merging

Automatic animation offers users a clear view 

of point cloud details.

03 Easy to operate and edit

Flexible editing mode

Processed LAS data can be imported into 

MicroStation for 3D design, contour extraction, 

colorization and 3D modeling.

04 Smooth data transfer to various 

third-party post-processing packages

Support quick import of point cloud



Point Cloud Data collected by Genius

System 

Specification

R-Fans

Scanner

Position and 

orientation 

measurement 

unit

Digital Camera

GNSS/INS

Post-processing

software

Typical operating altitude

FOV

Elevation accuracy

Relative/absolute horizontal accuracy

Time synchronization accuracy

Accuracy without ground control

Data storage

Weight

Operating temperature

50-80m

360°x 24°

＜0.1m

＜0.1m

＜1μSec, include GNSS, Lidar, digital camera and IMU

1:2000

USB drive, data source: R-Fans, GNSS and IMU

2.7Kg

-20℃~55℃

360°x 31°

Min. Range

Max. Range

Pulse frequency

Measurement rate

Laser safty class

FOV

Range resolution

Angular resolution

Max. Echo

Echo intensity

Weight

IMU type

IMU frequency

Number of GNSS antennae

Positioning model

Positioning(post-processing)

Heading(post-processing)

Pitching

Rolling

Type

Pixel

FOV

Minimal flashing interval

Weight

Sony α7

＞24MP

66° x 46°

0.2s

416g(camera body only )

Mode

Number of base station

IMU error 

Post-processing coordinate

Support post-process and PPP

dual base

User defined model

Support 3D coordinate conversion

0.08°

0.025°

0.025°

MEMS IMU

200Hz

1

GPSL1/L2, GLONASSL1/L2, BDSB1/B2

Horizontal 0.01m

0.02mVertical

0.1 (m)

＞150m (ρ= 80%)

320kHz

5~20Hz

Class I

2cm

360° x 24° 360° x 31°

1°

8 bits

dual echo

680g

640kHz

0.05°

726g

Specification V+R-Fans-16 V+R-Fans-32
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